
HKD 150

La Vie en Rose sparkling
50% Grenache, 40% Cinsault, 10% Syrah
IGP Mediterranee
Low-temperature fermentation

Sweet on the nose, the palate has depth and some rich flavors with a mix of black and  

red fruits. The layers of the fruit give complexity with the ripeness of the fruit giving  

fleshy richness at the back.Very thin bubbles in this sparkling, the palate is refreshing.

Available in 75cl

HKD 90

Palm
Grenache, Cinsault, Syrah
IGP Méditerranée
Low-temperature fermentation

Beautiful rose with an elegant and fine nose. Pale Pink and grey in colour. The palate  

is fresh and fully flavour offering slightly notes of fruit and flowers. Perfect as an  

aperitif.

Available in 75cl

HKD 156

Les Deux Anges
Grenache, Cinsault, Syrah, Mourvèdre
AOP Coteaux Varois en Provence  

Low-temperature fermentation

A bright, rose petal pin colour. Summer fruits on the nose, including strawberries and  

redcurrant. Round, full-bodied, mouth-feel with a wonderfully long finish. Excellent  

wine for an aperitif.

Available in 75cl

HKD 138

M Rosé
Grenache, Cinsault, Syrah
AOC Côte de Provence
Low-temperature fermentation

The mix of Grenache and Cinsault gives

Wonderful notes of peach and orange to this Rosé. The taste is really refreshing and  

round, the finish is long and the aftertaste delicate.

Available in 75cl

HKD 216

Rose et or
Grenache, Tibouren  
AOC Côte de Provence  
14°C fermentation

This vibrating rosé of expression one is concentrated by greedy aromas, by an intense  

freshness and the mouth of which completely gives way to the expression of fruits.

Available in 75cl

Available in 75cl

La Vie en Rose
50% Grenache, 40% Cinsault, 10% Syrah
AOC Côte de Provence
Low-temperature fermentation

Sweet on the nose, the palate has depth and some rich flavors with a mix of black and  

red fruits. The layers of the fruit give complexity with the ripeness of the fruit giving  

fleshy richness at the back.

HKD 150

HKD 108

Moon
Caladoc, Cinsault, Grenache
IGP Côte de Provence
Low-temperature fermentation

The structure, the strength and the aromatic persistence of The Lunar  Collection Rosé 

reveal an excellent rosé wine.

A real delight with Provencal dishes, seafood and, above all, grilled meat  and fish

Available in 75cl..
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Château de l’Escarelle

Château Minuty

Chateau d’Astros

Château Roubine


